
Brain2 shortage is finally ENDED!! 

 
We are glad to inform you that now it is possible to place again orders for Brain2 Flight controllers units (Calling only 
“Flybarless units” it is very reductive) and related accessory. 
 
We would like to take this opportunity to inform you that MSH has decided to separate the "mechanical" part of the 
kits from the "electronic" part. 
 
MSHELI Srl company (located at Uboldo town) will therefore continue to sell Protos kits and mechanical replacement 
parts, while the new MSH Electronics Srl company (located in Milan town) will manufacture, develop and sell Brain2 
control units and related accessories. 
There will obviously be no change in prices and conditions. 
For the market (users) any change is noticeable. Same names, logos, codes, prices. 
Only a new web site (under construction) with an added support forum, a Wiki and a FAQ section. 
 
To be clearer, “MSHELI S.r.l.” and “MSH Electronics S.r.l.” are now two independent company with different owners, 
employees and different members, located in different Italy towns (developers are the same as before). 
 
New requests of Flight controller units (Brain2) and related accessory can now be sent to: 
 
MSH Electronics Srl 
Via Giuditta Sidoli, 11 
Milano (MI) 20129 Italy 
sales@msh-electronics.com 
 
Due to the shortage, we may receive many requests, and this may cause slowdowns in proforma preparations, product 
packaging and parcel shipments. 
Therefore, the shipping of the orders will follow the FIFO logic (First In, First Out). We also ask to all to specify in the 
requests if you prefer an urgent shipment (48/72 hours) or a normal shipment (7 working days). 
 
 
As you may already know, the Brain product family is in continuous development and growth, and we can now focus 
even more on this activity. 
We have just released a major update of the Firmware and of the Windows, Android and iOS applications with many 
improvements and many new features and also various improvements requested by users via email or in forums. 
Many improvements of the current functions are already under development as well as many new functions. 
With a not hidden pride we allow ourselves to remind you that no other flight controller unit on the market has 
simultaneously all the functions and flexibility already present and working in Brain2 units. 
 

 
If you don’t want to receive more messages from us, please respond to this, with “UNSUBSCRIBE” in the object. 


